Review on the Akiko Audio Power Conditioner Corelli by Modul Kollektiv
Sound enhancement is the key
word 🔊 . In my last review I
checked sound enhancement
tools like stands and cables.
Today I am invited to check the
Akiko Corelli Conditioner. The
manufacturer says “its a
pioneering reference power
conditioner which provides your
set with power in a unique way,
without the use of electrical
components and active power
filtering. It reduces noise without
negative side eﬀects such as
reduced dynamics or natural
quality.” OK lets see if that works.
Find my review of Akiko Corelli
Conditioner below. Let me know if you have any questions🤔 , personal
experiences with Akiko Gear or any other similar products.
Kollektiv Review•••
Akiko Audio is a Dutch company
based in Maastricht # and was
founded in 2011. The company is
focused on manufacturing of high
end, hifi and tuning accessories
made in NL.🔊
The Akiko Corelli Power
Conditioner comes in a dimension
of 215mm width by 311mm length
by 100mm height and weights
about 6 kilograms. The
companies flagship conditioner
doesn’t include an on/oﬀ switch,
display or even a signal lamp to
prove that the unit is working. The
8mm thick aluminium front panel is energetically treated.

Kollektivo Conclusio•••
🖤 To improve the sound quality of your audio system you just need to plug
🔌 them into the power supply. Generally the music sounds smoother and
more natural. Especially the bassline seams to be more clean and powerful
🔊 . I do not understand the physically reason (it’s a company secret) but the
conditioner works& . Thankfully Akiko was so nice to include a handmande
Akiko Audio Powercord HQ FLEX for a better result. Furthermore my brand
new Corelli Conditioner contains the black anodized aluminium tubes🙏 .
Absolutely noteworthy fact is that Akiko oﬀers a 10 years factory warranty
and a 30 days “not satisfies-money back” guarantee. So give it a try ‼
Thank you Akiko for the Corelli 🙏
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